With the rapid development of many economies, an increasing proportion of the world's population is moving to cities, and as such urban traffic congestion is becoming a serious issue. For example, underground traffic networks routinely undergo general maintenance, frequently exhibit signal failures and train derailments, and may even occasionally experience emergency measures because of various accidents. These events ultimately require the closure of at least one station which may severely impact the traffic service across the entire network. The economic costs of these transport delays to central London business is estimated to be £1.2 billion per year. Hence, appropriate and physically meaningful tools to understand, quantify, and plan for the resilience of these traffic networks to disruptions are much needed.
I. TRAFFIC CENTRALITY AS A GRAPH-THEORETIC MEASURE
The underground network can be modelled as an undirected N -vertex graph, denoted by G = {V, E}, with V being the set of N vertices (stations) and E the set of edges (underground lines) connecting the vertices (stations). The connectivity of the network is designated by the (undirected) adjacency matrix, A ∈ R N ×N . Figure 1 shows the proposed graph model of the London underground network, with each vertex representing a station, and each edge representing the underground line connecting two adjacent stations. Notice that standard data analytics domains are ill-equipped to deal with this class of problems. We employ the following metrics to characterize the topology of the network and model its vulnerability:
• Betweenness centrality, which reflects the extent to which a given vertex lies in between pairs or groups of other vertices of the graph, and is given by
where σ(k, m) denotes the number of shortest paths between vertices k and m, and σ(k, m|n) the number of those paths passing through vertex n [1] . In terms of the actual metro traffic, this can also be interpreted as the extent to which a vertex is an intermediate in the communication over the network. Figure 2 shows that, as expected, the stations at the centre of the city exhibit the largest betweenness centrality, and would therefore severely impact the communication over the underground network if disconnected. • Closeness vitality, which represents the change in the sum of distances between all vertex pairs after excluding the n-th vertex [2] . Figure 3 shows that the stations located in the more remote areas of Zones 2-3 exhibit the largest closeness vitality measure. This is because their removal from the network would disconnect the stations located at the boundaries from the rest of the network. 
II. MODELLING COMMUTER POPULATION FROM NET PASSENGER FLOW
In this section, we employ graph theory to analyse the net passenger flow at all stations of the London underground network. In particular, we demonstrate that it is possible to infer the resident population surrounding each station based on the net passenger flow during the morning rush hour alone.
To derive the corresponding graph model, we employed the Fick law of diffusion which relates the diffusive flux to the concentration of a given vector field, under the assumption of a steady state. This model asserts that the flux flows from regions of high concentration (population) to regions of low concentration (population), with a magnitude that is proportional to the concentration gradient. Mathematically, the Fick law is given by
where • q is the flux which measures the amount of substance per unit area per unit time (mol m −2 s −1 ); • k is the coefficient of diffusivity, with its dimension equal to area per unit time (m 2 s −1 ); • φ represents the concentration (mol m −3 ). In this way, we can model the passenger flows in the London underground network as a diffusion process, whereby during the morning rush hour the population mainly flows from concentrated residential areas to sparsely populated business districts. Therefore, the variables in our model are:
• q ∈ R N is the net passenger flow vector, with the i-th entry representing the net passenger flow at the i-th station during the morning rush hour, that is qi = (passengers exiting station i) − (passengers entering station i)
with its dimension equal to "passengers per station per unit time"; • k = 1 is the coefficient of diffusivity, with its dimension equal to "stations per unit time"; • φ ∈ R N represents the resident population in the area surrounding the station. This model therefore suggests that, in the morning, the net passenger flow at the i-th station, qi, is proportional to the population difference between the areas surrounding a station i and the adjacent stations j, that is The data for the average daily net flow of passengers during the morning rush hour at each station in 2016 was obtained from Transport for London (TFL) [3], and is illustrated as a signal on the underground graph model in Figure 5 . For illustration purposes, Table I shows the daily average net flow of passengers per Zone. As expected, Zone 1 is the only Zone to exhibit a net outflow of passengers, while Zones 2-10 show a net inflow of passengers. In particular, Zone 3 exhibits the largest inflow. In an ideal scenario, the total net outflow across Zones 1-10 should sum up to 0, however, the residual net outflow is attributed to passengers entering the underground network through other transport services not considered in our model, i.e. rail services.
Moreover, Table II shows the average net flow of passengers for the top 5 stations with the greater net inflow and outflow. The stations which the greatest net outflow of passengers are located within financial (Bank, Canary Wharf, Green Park) and commercial (Oxford Circus, Holborn) districts. In contrast, the greatest net inflow of passengers is attributed by railway stations located in residential areas.
To obtain an estimate of the resident population surrounding each station, we can simply set the vector of populations, φ ∈ R N , to be the subject of (5), that isφ
where the symbol (·) + denotes the matrix pseudo-inverse operator. However, notice that the population vector can only be estimated up to a constant, hence the vectorφ actually quantifies the relative population between stations, whereby the station with the lowest estimated surrounding population takes the value of 0. The so estimated resident population, based on the morning net passenger flow, is displayed in Figure 6 as a signal on a graph. Observe that the estimates are reasonable since most of the resident population in London is concentrated toward the more remote areas of Zones 2-3, while business districts at the centre of Zone 1 are sparsely populated in the evening. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a graph-theoretic framework which makes it possible to assess the functional design and operation of public transport networks in a mathematically tractable and intuitive manner. The formulation allows not only an assessment of current functionality but also offers an opportunity to facilitate enhancements, assess vulnerabilities notwithstanding the possibility of a dynamic management of the network. Our focus has been on establishing a link between the laws of diffusive fields and the parameters of urban underground traffic. In this way, we have been able to use the ability of graphs to process data on irregular domains to introduce an intuitive model for the population migration during the rush hour. It is our hope to have provided a platform to approach both traffic planning and urban transition issues from a rigorous engineering perspective using graph signal processing techniques.
